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as only the female flower heads are commercially
useful female plants predominate in a hop gar
den only a very few male plants being grown
so that the female flowers can be fertilised
Horizon the limit of vision the apparent line
where sea and sky or land and sky meet This
is termed the sensible or visible horizon An
ordinary person at the height of 5 feet can see
for 3 miles at 20 feet 6 miles at 50 feet 91
miles and at 1 000 feet 42 miles The figures
are approximate
Horn or French Horn a brass instrument of the
trumpet family (i« played by three valves)
whose tube la very thin and long (Horn in F - -}
12 ft) In consequence the tube is curled in
a complicated manner Owing to the sweet
tone it is capable of producing the Horn some-
times plays as part of the wood wind,
HornWH large bird found in Africa and oriental
regions remarkable for its having an immense
honied upward-carved helmet growing over its
downward curved beak. It inhabits tropical
regions and feeds on fruits When the female
has laid her eggs in the hollow of a tree the
male bird stops up the entrance and keeps her
imprisoned until the hatching Is completed and
the young ones are able to fly There are
about 45 species.
Horneblende the commonest member of the
amphibole group of minerals a silicate of
calcium magnesium iron and aluminium of a
dark green colour It is a constituent of
numerous rocks including dionte syenite and
hornblende schist
Horned Viper a curious African genus of Viverula&
with a small pointed bone over each eyeorow a
venomous species found in Egypt is thought by
some to be identical with the adder men
tioned in Genesis xlix 17
Hornet a general name for many of the bigger
wasps It usually nests in hollow trees and
despite its rather nercesome appearance does
not sting unless unduly provoked.
Horology the science of time measurement m
eluding the construction and management of
clocks watches etc Instruments of this kmd
are not known to have existed before the 12th
cent and until the introduction of the pendulum
hi the 17th cent clocks were ill regulated and
inaccurate The time-recording mechanisms of
the present day include (a) the clack which
shows the hours and minutes by hands »nd
strikes the hours and sometimes quarters (&)
the tvmepteee which is not generally a fixture
and shows the time but does not strike (c) the
watch which is a pocket time keeper (d) the
chronometer which indicates the m mutest por
tions of time (e) electric timepieces mams
electee clocks (/) the highly accurate quartz
crystal and atomic clocks used for astronomical
purposes See Clocks
Horse Chestnut one of the large forest trees, with
ample branches and full foliage and much
esteemed for parks and ornamental grounds
The bark and fruit seeds yield substances of
commercial value but the timber is not worth
much The tree came originally from Asia
about the 16th cent
Horse Guards the building to Whitehall which
until 1872 was the headquarters of the Com
mander in-Chief of the British Army The
archway Is still sentinelled by mounted guards.
Horse Latitudes the latitudes of the sub-tropical
high pressure systems between the trade winds
and the prevailing westerlies characterised by
light variable winds and low humidity
Hospitallers, Knights, were of the order of St
John of Jerusalem at first devoted to the aid of
the sick but afterwards military monks who
became prominent figures m the Crusades of
the 12th cent They adopted the Benedic
tine black habit with the eight-pointed cross
worn by the modern St Johns Ambulance
Brigade In 1309 they took Ehodes, but were
expelled by the Ottomans in 1522 In 15SO
the emperor Charles Y gave them the island of
Malta, which as Knights of Malta they held
until 1798 when they were dislodged by Na
poleon. The Knights still survive as a sovereign
order with headquarters in Borne See Temp-
lars and Teutonic Order
Hottentots, name given to certain African natives
by Butch settlers in the 17th cent They used
 to occupy the greater part of Cape Colony
and though driven out a number still survive in
S W Africa Appear to be related to the Bush
men though their culture ib more advanced In
addition to herding they practise some fanning
and know how to smelt iron
Hounds are dogs that were originally bred and
trained for hunting such as the greyhound fox
hound bloodhound wolfhound deerhouua
beagle harrier etc but now often kept also as
domestic dogs The greyhound deeihound
and wolfhound hunt by sight the others with
the bloodhound first in order track by scent
Hour-glass a glass instrument tapering to the
middle to a narrow onflce through which a
sufficient quantity of fine sand gravitates to
mark an hour of tune When the sand has run
through from one end it can be reversed and
made to count the hour in the opposite direction
The same kind of glass with smaller supplies of
sand will indicate shorter periods as an egg
glass which runs its course in three minutes—
tune to bofl an egg by or to gauge the length of a
telephone trunk call
House Flies are world wide and prolific Their
eggs are hatched within 24 hours of being laid
and full maturity is attained in a month They
feed mainly on decayed animal and vegetable
matter
Hovercraft or air cushion vehicle is a craft which
is lifted on a pad of air underneath it This pad
or cushion must be at a pressure higher than
that of the atmosphere and it is made by suck
ing in aii above the craft and ejecting it in a
downward stream all round the lower edge The
stream is guided by a flexible skirt and the high
pressure air pad is contained partly by the
skirt and partly by the air stream itself which
forms a continuous air curtain all round the
vehicle Hovercraft are being intensively de
veloped and there are variations m the basic
scheme just described and also in the means of
propulsion which can be by air or witer jets or
propellers Hovercraft were devised by Cocker
ell fii the 1950s and a full scale example appeared
before the British public in June 1959 Craft of
over 100 tons are made commercially and much
bigger ones conceived The air pad support
means that hovercraft can move over land
water or marsh Cross Channel hovercraft
were introduced to 1966
Howler Monkey a genus of South American
monkey noted for a laryngeal conformation
which enables it to emit a loud reverberant
noise something between a yell and a howl as
the name suggests
Huanueo-bark a medicinal bark brought from the
Peruvian town of that name and derived from
the Cinchona micranfha tree See Cinchona
Huguenots, a name applied to the Biench Pro
testant communities of the 16th and 17th cent
Henry of Navarre by the Edict of Nantes m
1598 granted them religious freedom, but more
than a quarter of a century before—Aug 24
1572—'thousands had been put to death in the
massacre of St Bartholomew The revocation
of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV in 1685
drove thousands into exile m England Holland
Germany and America
Humanism.   See 325.
Humble-bee or Bumble bee the common name of
the insects of the genus Bombus of the Hymen
optera order They live in small communities
comprising males females and drones their
habitations being underground. They do not
have one queen bee only like the hive bee but
several females occupy the same nest and these
alone bve through the winter breeding and
forming new colonies in the spring Although
this large bee buzzes loudly it does not sting
Humidity, the state of the atmosphere with respect
to the water vapour it contains Absolute hu
midity is defined as the density of the vapour
present while relative humidity more fre-
quently employed indicates the degree of satu
ration i e., the ratio of the actual vapour pressure
to the saturation vapour pressure at the parti
cular temperature expressed as a percentage
Humming Birds are so called because of the hum
ming noise made by the vibration of their wings
in flying They are of radiant plumage and are
among the smallest birds The smallest bird in
the world is the Fairy or Princess Helens

